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00:00:03 - 00:05:00

Hey, hey, any youth leaders out there? Serving with youth in the church is probably one of the
most enjoyable callings, but it brings with it a lot of responsibility. How do we effectively lead this
rising generation? Will I have good news for you? Leading saints is organized the young saints
virtual library where we have 20 plus hours of presentations all about how to lead youth. We
cover topics like how to help youth transition into adulthood, how to help them avoid loneliness,
how to handle smartphones in class, and we even go over scientific data about how latter day
saint youth differ from other youth. If you'd like to review the young saints library at no cost for
14 days, simply go to leading saints dot org slash 14 that's leading saints dot org slash one four.
While you're at it, we'll give you access to all of our virtual libraries that cover several leadership
related topics. So click the link in the show notes or simply visit leading saints dot org slash one
four. Hey everyone, before we jump into this episode, I want to ask you a question. Are you
familiar with BYU pathway worldwide? Now I'm sure some of you are more familiar than others,
but they recently reached out to us at leading saints and said, hey, Kurt, you got a great
podcast. Awesome audience, especially an awesome audience of leaders. We would love the
opportunity to come on the leading saints podcast and talk about what BYU pathway is and how
leaders can better leverage this incredible resource that the church has put together to help
people advance in life in the gospel and in so many ways. And I said, you know what? I would
be honored to have you on the podcast and talk through these things. And so I got connected
with JD Griffith, who is the vice president of administration at BYU pathway and went downtown
to their campus and we had a phenomenal discussion. Now, in the first part of this interview,
we're just going to talk about the history of BYU pathway, where to come from, why do we need
it? We have these other institutions of higher education. And so forth. So why do we need BYU



pathway? And what is it? Is it just a Q online college program or is it more? Well, I believe me, it
is much more. And then in the second part, in the majority of the conversation, we talk about
how leaders can better leverage this program as they lead. And man, I was so impressed. This
isn't just to help with welfare. Obviously, if people are unemployed or underemployed, BYU
pathways is a great thing to look at. But it extends to helping your word mission to help
ministering to help return missionaries or recent converts. I mean, this is such a dynamic
opportunity and I was inspired leaving that campus thinking, wow, leaders have so, so many
resources like BYU pathway. And the more that we can get familiar with it, the better. And I've
just got to share this quote that elder Holland actually said about BYU pathway worldwide. He
said, I consider the creation of BYU pathway worldwide to be the most important and most far
reaching development in the church educational system since the creation of seminaries and
Institutes of religion over a century ago. Tune in folks, listen closely and understand the power
of the BYU pathway program and use it. Use it in your leadership. All right, let's jump in. Here's
my interview with JD Griffith. The vice president of administration at BYU pathway worldwide.
Today I'm in downtown Salt Lake City at the offices campus. Whatever you call this BYU
pathway, worldwide with JD Griffith, how are you JD? Great, thank you. Yes, BYU pathway
worldwide. Are you noticing people putting an S at the end pathways? Yes. And this now, you
can use this as a formal statement from JD as the vice president administration, no more S,
BYU pathway, worldwide. It's the pathway program. So we can call the pathway program. Each
individual has a path. Nice. And what's their path? And you've been with BYU pathway from the
beginning. From day one.

00:05:01 - 00:10:12

What was day one? What do you remember from that moment? I remember it very well. It was
November of 2008. I was called into a meeting. I was an administrator in the division of
continuing education at BYU Idaho. I was an employee of BYU Idaho, been there for many
years. I was called into a meeting with then president can be Clark. My direct report, Clark G
Gilbert, and Henry J eyring was also in the meeting. I know these are a lot of names, but more
familiar now than. If you know church education, these are great strategists and wonderful
people and they're really, really quick story was Kim Clark said, I've got an idea and involves
higher education. Online education and church buildings, seminary buildings, institute buildings
around the around the United States was the first approach. And if students can not come to
expert Idaho and BYU Idaho, how do we go to them? How do we how do we take church
education to them? And that was the introduction. And myself and Clark Gilbert were given the
charge to go figure this out. Nice. And as we go through this, I'll learn more and more about
BYU pathway. I mean, why not? And I guess in some ways it is just online BYU education. But
why not just say we're taking BYU and BYU IO online, and we're going to offer online classes. I
think there's other higher institutions that are doing that. What made this be its own thing rather



than just an online program for our existing universities. There's thousands of online universities
and online options. And that's not the church way. One thing we did my background was in
marketing. And so when I was given this assignment, the first thing I said is we need focus
groups. I want to find out how to do this. And so I called a buddy of mine who was the institute
director at Boise state university. And I said, do you have students that come to your campus?
Come to institute, but they actually don't go to Boise state university. This wasn't about capturing
students, market share. This was not about market share. We weren't trying to take students
from other universities. If they're going to school wonderful. I said, do you have students that fall
into young adults? That fall into this category that don't go to but they come to your instant. He
goes, yeah, we have hundreds of them. I said, really? That come to institute, but they're not in
college or not at a university. And I say, can I talk to some of them? Yeah, no problem. So we
set up this focus group. And we would go in and say, hey, you know, thanks for coming. And. In
essence, I started off with we read some scriptures from the prophets and the apostles. We had
scriptures from president hinckley, get all the education you can. Or we had quotes. We had a
quote from president uchtdorf, education's not merely a good idea to commandment. We had
recently president Nelson. He considers education a religious responsibility. And so we'd say, do
you believe these profits here and revelators that get all the education you can? Absolutely.
100%, they said, yeah. Education is important. And then as carefully in tactfully as possible,
well, then why aren't you in school? Yeah. And we started getting these responses. And the
number one response was cost. Can't afford it. Yeah. Number two surprised me a little bit, even
though I myself am a first generation college student, the number two answer wrapped up into
fear. Fear of going to college, fear of big classes. I didn't do well in high school. I didn't get a
great ACT score. And so this fear, and then the third area was generally rolled up into access.
And access was a lot of different things. Again, I can't go to rexburg Idaho pro Utah, I can't, I
can't go to a campus, but also what we call barriers of entry. I have to take an ACT. I have to
submit transcripts. I have to pay a college application fee. The application process is an
application process. At the time, application for a traditional university, 16, 17, 18 pages long.
Wow. And so again, being a marketing background, I came back with those answers and
thought, how do we build a program that eliminates these barriers? How do we build something
where a young adult literally says, you know what? I'm going to give that a try.

00:10:14 - 00:15:02

And that changed our approach, and that became what we now call what is now BYU pathway
worldwide. And in the beginning, it started under the umbrella of BYU Idaho, is that right? That's
correct. And where'd you go from there? Gave me a little tour of the campus here and it started
with 20 people. It's 20 students. 50 students. In three different areas. Okay, gotcha. So you just
thought, all right, what we're going to do is we're going to be another approach to a focus group.
We're going to grab a handful of these students, and we're going to try it. And see where it goes.



And were these students where they spread out across the country? Well, we selected three
locations. The first two were pretty easy to select. Again, because of my friend and the
connection I had to Boise area. We ended up in Nampa, Idaho. And then we also had
connections in Phoenix mesa area. So we picked a group in mace, Arizona. And then we got
some feedback from it was elder bednar that says, you know, everybody pilots things in the
Utah, Arizona region. Why don't you go east? And Kim Clark, I think, took that as a personal
challenge. And we ended up in Manhattan, New York. Oh, cool. Nice. And so yes, we went out
to those areas. We did firesides. We did little focus groups. And we somehow talked a total of
50 students and spread out over those three areas into trying the pathway program. And when
we talked about barriers, one of the things we did was we tried to eliminate barriers. We brought
the cost down as low as feasibly possible. We said, you know what? We don't need an 18 page
application. One page. You tell us your name, your phone number, who you are. That's all we
need. We don't need an application fee. We don't need ACT SAT scores. We don't need
previous transcripts. We eliminated as many barriers as possible. And said, please come and
test out college and higher Ed. That was the beginning of the pathway. Now, when you
mentioned locations, did these locations require a brick and mortar of some type in order to do
this because again, it feels I've always understood as an online experience. Why wasn't
necessarily an actual location? Perfect question. The other spin in that we're not just an online
program is we did create while the class is online and the students log in to their online class
and their instructor is an online instructor. We created a weekly gathering. We wanted a safe
friendly environment for the students to come every week and gather almost in a glorified study
group. And they would go over that week's content. So the lesson would open up online and it
would open up on a Monday and there would be things that they would study and read and prep
for. And then they would come to class together this local, safe, friendly environment that was
administered by a local church service missionary. We used the church service missionary
program and called missionaries to oversee this Thursday night gathering. And then the
students would come together and they would teach one another. And they would study
together and they would answer questions and they would help each other with math problems
and they would help each other with assignments. And that was their Thursday night gathering
and they would do that for the first year of the program and they would all take the same classes
together and they would go through the first year of BYU pathway in a cohort model and these
friendships that developed and these studying environment in this experience that the students
had together was really the sweet spot. Nice. Nice. And so as this program is developed and
now as well established across the world, how many countries are you in now? Just over a 180
countries. Oh, wow. That's awesome. All 50 states and I think I would say most if you're an
active church member, I would be surprised if you haven't heard of BYU pathway. It's pretty
strong brand amongst our other universities and whatnot. Is this for anybody I want to become a
marine biologist or an architect? Are there different majors offered or is this one track to just a
general bachelor's degree? How does that work? Students start with the BYU pathway program,
that one year experience, and then they can continue on it to BYU Idaho online or we also have
a new partnership with enzyme college online in the Pacific.



00:15:03 - 00:20:02

We have a partnership with BYU Hawaii. And while students matriculate into those schools, we
still offer the services. We're still their first connection. BYU pathway still helps get those
students through their program. But we do have a limited number of online degrees bachelor's
degrees. I think we're about 6 or 7 bachelor's degrees. And the reason we've kept it slightly
limited is so that we can serve the worldwide population. We can operate wherever the church is
organized and to do curriculum clear through a bachelor's degree, we've kept that pretty tight
and job skills, job based focused. Yeah. So is it safe to say that maybe if someone has a
specific ambition to specialize in a certain industry or they concern BYU pathway, then maybe
had a different direction for that, but this is maybe someone who's like, you know, I want to be
have more employment opportunities. I want to be better prepared. I want to put bachelor's
degree on my resume and great. Why do you come through the BYU pathway program? And it
will give you everything you need to do to be more employable and have a great, great life and
income. We really absolutely. We really have three main types of students. The first group
consists of what we call younger students and what Kim Clark elder Clark referred to as the
hidden many. And I want to pause on this hidden many concept because I think as priesthood
leaders out there and really study presidents, I think this will resonate on what the hidden mini
is. I had another friend that was an institute director in Seattle, Washington, and I called him in
the early days before we'd even launched. And I started to explain BYU pathway. And this
young adult population, and he says, oh, I get it. He says, you're talking about the left behinds.
And I said, what do you mean? He goes every fall, we have this young adult group. We have
these young adults that are coming. They're in activities, and then fall comes. And in Seattle
area, they were heading to eastern Washington and Centralia. And they were heading and all
these young adults would leave. He says, but then there was this group of left behinds. That
didn't have, they weren't going to college. And we refer to those now as the hidden many that
there are actually a lot of these young adults. And this program is perfect for that type of.
Student or person in your ward. So that was kind of the number one group. The second group,
we kind of call stop outs. They started at one time. They have some college transcript, they may
be followed a spouse and left campuses early. They got a job, whatever it is, they stopped out
and they want to come back and they want to finish. And then the third group of adult learners
who feel like they just missed their window of opportunity. Or they want to scale up. On a job or
profession. And so as a leader, as a bishop, as a stake president, as an elders corps president,
you can probably pick those out in your ward or your stake of, yeah, I've got some of those
types of people in all of those categories. Yeah. Yeah, that makes sense. This may be random
question, but I just think of back in present. Days with the perpetual education fund was like this
monumental announcement really cool. Is this related to that funded anyway? Or is this maybe
a next step? Maybe not just a fun, but we're going to have actually an online or more dynamic
offerings, educational offerings that will actually get you to where you want to go. Is that is there
any connection to that? Not direct connection. In some areas of the church, the perpetual
education fund is priesthood lead. And some priesthood leaders can choose to use perpetual
education fund money to support BYU pathway. And that is possible in some areas. But it is kind
of a next step in that we can reach the entire to operate wherever the church is organized. I



briefly talked about one of the barriers of entry is cost. And believe it or not, online education is
actually pretty efficient. And can be delivered at a pretty low cost. And we've partnered with all
of church education. We've partnered with BYU idol with enzyme college. We've partnered with
BYU, BYU Hawaii. We've partnered with seminary and institute to deliver curriculum and to help
us deliver curriculum and lower the cost as much as possible.

00:20:04 - 00:25:01

This coming fall a per credit hour. We talk about per credit hours. It will be $79 per credit hour.
And what that really equates to is most bachelor's degree, take about a 120 credits. So if you
just run that out, you can get a bachelor's degree in the United States for less than $10,000.
Through BYU pathway worldwide. Now, when we go international, we actually set tuition prices
based on that country's economics and the ability to pay. We meet with local priesthood leaders,
and we set a tuition that we call an affordable stretch. It's affordable, but it does cost a little bit.
Free education doesn't work. Sorry. I mean, the idea sounds great. But that sounds wonderful.
Generally, it's not a good motivator. But our lowest cost in the world is currently right now in
Venezuela. Our Venezuelan students pay $1 per credit hour. Or three U.S. dollars for a class.
And that's actually still hard. For some of the students in Venezuela. Our average cost
internationally is $11 per credit hour. And so you can get a U.S. degree for just over a $1000
under $2000 for sure. And most of the United States and most of the world. Wow, that's
fascinating. So you mentioned earlier on this wasn't about starting BYU pathway wasn't about
gaining market share or anything like that. But there are some other institutions out there that
tried some different things online. Western governors and university of Phoenix over the last
decade or so come forward as an innovative institution as far as higher education. And so I
mean, what do you get any feedback from some of these other institutions or they think, wow,
that's interesting how you're handling that. Anticipate others may do this, but I would guess that
you almost need a church organization that can supplement and help these types of things
move forward. Any thoughts go to my yeah, it's been interesting. We have good partnerships,
good connections with western governors and university of Phoenix and they're doing wonderful
job and we learn a lot from them. We do think that they learn a lot from us as well. There are
many institutions of higher Ed that have reached out to us to ask about our model. But it's
interesting I was interviewed one time for an article, a newspaper article and the interviewer
said, okay, this is fine. This is really neat what you all are doing at BYU pathway. But in order to
apply to most of my readers, how can other universities do this? And I paused and I thought
about our buildings all over the world. Church buildings all over the world. I thought about our
service missionaries that help us with our BYU pathway locations are over 2600 service
missionaries called facilitate and do this as a calling. I thought about our communications and
marketing channels and communicating through priesthood lines and through area presidencies
down to area 70 down to stake presidents down to bishops down to elders corn presidents



released study presence in the communication model that happens relatively for free. The
backing of the church to help subsidize some of the tuition levels. And I after thinking through
that real quick, I just said to this interview, I said, I don't think other universities can do this. Just
the infrastructure alone is remarkable. The lord has provided a way to bring education a church
based education to members of the church throughout the world. And I love that idea of just
having additional ways of utilizing even our buildings. The buildings are there and on Sundays,
they're blessing in our lives and we use them and the basketball courts are hopefully overused.
But to say, we're going to use it for some education purposes. And then the human resources of
these senior missionaries who are looking for additional purpose in their life is maybe they want
maybe a less traditional missionary experience, but will still be able to connect with young
people or other students and really have a remarkable experience. I just love these moments
where you sort of step back and see the kingdom of God and the inner workings like, wow, it's
almost as if this was all inspired. I love that. It's awesome. Now you have a list.

00:25:01 - 00:30:09

And I'm going to ask you one more question as far as just the model of BYU pathway.
Understand it. But then you have a great list here of maybe 7 ways and maybe we've touched
on some of them, but 7 ways church leaders could leverage this program to really bless the
membership in their area. The last question as far as the model, you show me out here, there's
this almost as four step model as far as what was the first one, the BYU pathway connect.
Pathway. The first year. They moved into some certification and then associates degrees and
then bachelor degrees. Lead us through what's the general 5 minutes or less the general
experience of student is going to have and what steps are going to move through. Sure. As we
talked as we talked about those original students that we talked to. And we would find out why
are you not, why are you not in school? Why are you not in college? And what's happened
along? And some of them had started and stopped and the fear came in, and so we created the
BYU pathway connect step number one is pathway connect. We're going to build confidence.
We're going to build hope and we're going to this safe learning environment. And then as we
looked at the traditional campus says, your next step, you come to campus as a freshman, and
you leave with the bachelor's degree. Hopefully in four years, now we're actually realizing the
data is showing it's taking 5 and 6 years for many students to finish with a bachelor's degree.
That's a long time. And guess what? Life gets in the way. And people have, you know, you have
children and you have job transfers. And you run out of money and what happens when you
leave campus early, you have a bunch of random credits that hopefully transfer, if you need
them to do someday, right? Yeah. I guess you can put that on your resume. I have a few credits
from I took this class and it's not a good system if you leave early. And so we recognize that and
we thought, we've got to create back then we called it small wins. And the covey theory. We got
to create some small wins along the way. What about after BYU pathway connect after they do



the first year with us in 15 more credit hours or just 5 more classes, a student earns a certificate,
a certificate in web management or in web design. A certificate in bookkeeping. Within 5 more
classes, they have a certificate. On most college campuses, your freshman year, you get thrown
into generals. And the student that said, boy, I don't even know why I'm here, is now sitting in a
general one O one biology. Biology going, what am I going to like this class? With 250 other
people, why am I here? And the at risk student, the general traditional higher Ed is not taking
care of that at risk student. So we flipped the model and we said, we actually want to get you a
certificate right away. And then along the way, we're going to work on an associate degree. And
we say along the way because there's no credits. You're not going out. If you have a 120
credits, you're going to get a certificate. And then if you continue, you're going to get an
associate degree. And we still have those generals. You can't get rid of them, but we put them
on the latter half towards the end of the associate degree. And so students can get those small
wins along the way and keep that motivation. And then guess what? They get that associate
degree. And if life gets in the way at that point, at least they have something to show for it. Yeah.
At least they have something there. And the other thing that we, as we grew internationally, we
started to see some amazing effects of international students getting their certificate, and that
was enough from an American school. That was enough to double and triple their income in
some instances. And so there were stopping out points rather than boy I've just got this cobbled
credit. I've got something from a university. And so during those first or second years, are they
certificate focus like, okay, I'm going to take this and that class because then that's going to get
me closer to certificate a or B that's the idea. I'm really interested in social media marketing.
Great. We've got a certificate through enzyme college in social media marketing. So your first 5
classes are going to be focused on social media marketing, something you're really interested
in. And so these certificates, they are coming from an accredited institution. So you could create
a whatever certificate because of accredited organizations doing it, then they can confidently put
it on a resume or whatnot.

00:30:09 - 00:35:03

That's right. That's exactly right. And so as far as that first year, you talked about how it's a very.
Like the transition into college life is a little bit softer on people. Is there anything else about that
first year that is worth mentioning that differentiates BYU pathway? I think doing it in cohort in
the cohort model. And the spirit that students feel when they gather and they learn together. And
in that first year, we have a life skills class. We have a university skills class. And we have some
students that are like, this is kind of basic math and we're like, yeah, you're there to help the
person next to you. Or you have the 45 year old stay at home mother who's had a wonderful,
wonderful time raising her children. And she comes back. She's like, wait, we're doing algebra.
Yeah. And that cohort group comes together and they help each other and they learn and they
learn by the spirit and they go to their institute class together. The religion class and it's just a



wonderful, safe environment. And these groups do they have official names at the cohort group
or your group or it's usually its area based your Napa group or your south Salt Lake or your
nice. And so they meet in person, pre-pandemic. It's a hybrid. We shifted, we shifted very
quickly. It was amazing when the pandemic hit, it took about a week and a half, and we shifted
the entire all of our face to face gatherings. We shifted to an online zoom process and within ten
days we were up and running. We did not have the slide that many institutions have. That's
cool. They meet on a weekly basis. For the first year. And I love this because we talk a lot about
the concept of community and the power of community. And so I would imagine that's going to
encourage people when they have that overwhelming week. They're less likely to think. I think
this just isn't for me. I'm going to drop out because now they're sitting with others who maybe
two others had a similar week or others can encourage them or whatnot. Your team. They lock
arms and they say you are not dropping out on us. That's cool. We need you here. And we've
seen some amazing blessings. Nice. All right, let's jump into this list here and I'm sure we've
touched on a few of these already. But the first one is unemployed or underemployed
individuals. We're talking in the context of, if I'm a bishop, a release society president and I can
pinpoint a handful of people in my organization who maybe desire different life or more
opportunities in life. And so hopefully these will spark some ideas for those people. So let's talk
those that are unemployed or underemployed. Yeah, we created this list of hopefully we haven't
lost some of our leaders on this podcast that are like, wait, this isn't for me. Well, no, it actually
is. When you are a bishop and we talked about I've served in a YSA ward as a bishop and been
in elders Corbin president three different times now. As a release study president, a primary
president is a bishop, if you have somebody that's unemployed or underemployed. BYU
pathway again, we're going to start with those job ready certificates and job ready skills or you're
going to be able to increase your employability at a much quicker pace. And so at a low cost,
this is a great environment. And so we also, the reason we want to go through this list of how
could I use how does BYU pathway, how can I use it in my ministry is that sometimes bishops
have a hard time reaching certain people in their ward. Or you have this home that is a part
member family will come back to that. But how do I get inside the doors? And education and
BYU pathway at a low cost efficient, this is built exactly for you. It's a great way to get inside a
door. And to reach a member or somebody in your stewardship that you haven't been able to
reach in a while. I love that because I'm sure and I've been this bishop. This is a door two or
three times and I've invited him to the award Christmas party and invited him to church and now
it's just sort of getting awkward.

00:35:03 - 00:40:02

I can tell you really don't want me knocking on here, but hey, I just want to start by talking about
this opportunity. I don't know what your employment situation is or tell me about it. Man, this
may be something to look at. Here's some information and let's talk further. Or I heard you were



recently, you may be recently unemployed. And I have and I have an opportunity for you. The
second area, you can use in your ministry, young single adults, again, this is close to my heart
as a former YSA young single adult bishop, but this is the left behind. These are the ones that
are 1819 20 up to 30 years old and you just want to grab them by the lapel and say, what are
you doing? You got to do something. And they say, and they give you those excuses. I can't do
college because of this, this and this. We'll have you heard about BYU pathway. Because they
built a program for you. And we have one stake president that former state president that I hold
this quote dear to my heart. He says, I've never seen anything this powerful in bringing into
activity young adults who have wandered away. Yeah, because he engages them again, it's not
like they're going to be overwhelmed with spiritual stuff. It is a college that is school to some
degree. But there are a lot of components to this that are highly spiritual. And you make that fire
in them again. We've worked in the restored gospel of Jesus Christ into our curriculum. The
students, as they're taking their life skills class, they also take an institute class. That's part of
the requirement. And so we're getting them to institute. And this is just, this is the BYU pathway
program. This is how it works. And so is that institute credit that's similar, like going to BYU, I'm
going to take a book of morbid religion credit. Okay. Gotcha. And oh, by the way, it's free. Nice.
And so I like free credits. That's right. That's right. Again, removing as many barriers as
possible. And it's like, we've got Institutes all over the world. Why can't we use that curriculum
as our religion credit that the other schools, well, you know what? We can. And we did. Yeah.
What would you say as far as that time commitment? I would imagine a young YSA member of
the churches. They got a lot of social things going on. Maybe they had a great full-time job. And
they're just overwhelmed with life. And they think, I don't got time for this. Maybe that's one of
their excuses. A general response to that? Yeah. It's the first year of the program BYU pathway
connect. It's going to very obviously per student. But it's anywhere from ten to 12, maybe even
15 hours a week at most. Students will take two classes, each semester for that first year or
what we're transitioning into blocks to speed that up a little bit, but and then after the BYU
pathway connect and they get into the online degree program and they're now pursuing their
associates degree of the bachelor's degree. They can go as fast or as slow as they want. And
oh, by the way, that low tuition costs that $79 per credit hour that they get when they start BYU
pathway connect, they keep that tuition throughout the rest of their academic career. Oh, really
well. Yeah, wow. I love that. Love that. All right, next one is recently returned missionaries. Love
this. You get a young man, a young woman in your office. What are you doing? What's the next
step? Many of them get charged from their mission president. They get a charge to go home
and start their education. And this is a perfect opportunity for young return missionaries. Matter
of fact, a fun little story with the pandemic when the church recalls. Is that the right word?
Brought a lot of the missionaries home in March and April and May of 2020. We were able to
send a message out to all returning missionaries and say you can start with BYU pathway, like
effective immediately. And we enrolled several thousand missionaries during that first phase of
the pandemic. Love it. But a fun thing that we've watched over time, 95% of our return
missionaries who are in BYU pathway in the pathway and pathway connect. Are still active three
years after their mission. Wow. Wow. And then the other thing that we did to incentivize return
missionaries, we have a return missionary scholarship. If you start BYU pathway within 5 years
of coming home, you get an automatic 25% reduction to your tuition. Wow. Just for being a
return missionary. And we've seen some tremendous growth.



00:40:03 - 00:45:01

Wow, a lot of incentives there. That's right. I would imagine because there's maybe some
uncertainty as a return missionary comes home. I need to go to college at some point. I don't
know. I go into the workforce. And there's this feeling of like, if I start something, I have to finish
it. But I would imagine someone could come and why don't you try BYU pathway out for a year.
And just see how it goes or 6 months or whatever it is. At least it's something. And maybe just
go get one certificate. That's right. Type of thing. And we've seen tremendous success
internationally. Many of these international students from these struggling countries and
struggling economies that have lived well that have done well as a missionary and they're going
home to nothing. And now the mission president can say elder sister when you go home, you
start path, BYU pathway right away. And it gives them something to look forward to and to
continue that spiritual and personal growth of that young manual woman needs. And are there
some countries still that is just not an opportunity yet or can this be an opportunity for anybody
anywhere? But you need your local team as well. We needed the local team, but the pandemic
wheats we grew like I mentioned we grew in virtual in virtual gatherings. And some of these
smaller countries, some of these areas where it's a gathering is not possible because we can't
have a good mass of a ten to 15 students is a good population for gathering. We can do virtual
gatherings. And you still meet once a week with a group, a cohort, and it's going to be most of
the time it's going to be regionally based, but you're going to meet with a cohort virtually, and
that's how we reach members of the church throughout the world. Oh, cool. That's awesome. All
right, what about individuals who maybe aren't as engaged in the traditional latter day saint
activity? Again, back to the elders corn president, the release Saudi president, you've got a less
active individual that's not quite as engaged and this is an opportunity to knock on the door to
send an email to send a text and to invite them to BYU pathway. And invite them to the BYU
pathway connect program and it's not as scary as inviting them to church or even to some
activity that maybe they've been invited to the ward activity for years. This is a new approach to
less active. And again, we have them making friends with fellow members of the ward we've
seen some great, great data on activity increasing with less actives at enroll in BYU pathway. I
love that. And then the same idea with part member families. Is there any different approach
there? Similar approach, part member family, have you heard of BYU pathway? We've seen
great success. We do have a limited number of members of other faiths enrolled in BYU
pathway. It is. Dedicated to members of The Church of Jesus Christ. But in some areas, we do
see a growth of members of other faith and we found about a 30% conversion rate. For
members of other faith that start BYU pathway, about 30% of them convert. Now it's not all
because of BYU pathway, but again, they're in this group of other members of the church and
they're feeling the spirit. They're being taught by the spirit. They're learning by the spirit. And it's
a great opportunity for members of other faith. And so if you're not a member of the church, you
can there's no limitation per se, but there is the expectation. This is a very heavy religious



experience. Expect that no be shocked if we don't change the curriculum. You still need to go to
institute. You're still going to talk about general conference talks. You're still going to, and so we
found the best connection is that they have a connection to the church somehow some way. For
those that don't know a lot about The Church of Jesus Christ. It's going to be a challenge. But
for those part member families, for those that are currently meeting with the missionaries
receiving lessons, it works much better for that type of individual. Nice. This next one, a recent
converts. I love this idea because I think with a recent convert, the three things president hinkley
talks about that are member needs. And I think we're just trying to get them involved on any
level as possible.

00:45:02 - 00:50:01

If they're in a place that additional higher Ed would bless their life, what a great way to, again,
just nurture their soul with the good word of the gospel and also give them some employability.
Yes, perfect. Recent recent convert and here's a chance to come in. Again, in a safe
environment to build some confidence, build some hope, and to get some get some basic
gospel doctrine. In an institute class and to be able to ask your friend that you're becoming
really close to and say, can you explain this doctrine to me a little bit better? Yeah. And it's a
perfect opportunity. And I'm thinking that maybe those younger young single adults who joined
the church and maybe they wanted to do a mission, but there's sort of that you're waiting period
and you're thinking, all right, just hold on. Let's get you there and we'll get you on a mission, but
this is a great preparation for that as maybe they plan on a mission as well. We're perfect. Nice.
All right, what about this last one is non native English speakers. So is there is BYU pathway
available in multiple languages. Currently, it's all in English, but we have built components of
English language learning. And so there is an English assessment. As you're filling out our very
quick application, if you indicate that English is not your native language, we have a quick
assessment that they'll take as part of their application process. And so you score a specific and
we say yes, you can enter the BYU pathway program, but we're going to teach English basic
English along the way. And to help with professional communication, we have a Spanish ward in
my stake. And BYU pathway is great for some of these members of the church where English is
not their first language to get conversive in business English and communication English and
writing a resume. And pursuing job applications and things of that nature, we're going to teach
those things to non native English speakers as part of the BYU pathway process. That's great.
That's awesome. Anything else as far as I'm just thinking the church is so dynamic as all these
great resources, everything from roots tech and family history, or family search, to the self
reliance initiative. And those things. There's all these things out there that sometimes we just
are focused on. All right, who's speaking in church this Sunday? Because we've got to make
sure that's done. These other programs they either get forgotten about. And then the BYU
pathway sometimes falls into this. I totally forgot the church did that thing. Any other ways that a



church leader could just generally promote BYU pathway. Bulletin board thing. And I know that
you're not. But anything else you other than maybe identifying specific members and reaching
out to them and offering this opportunity. Anything else that a church leader could do to better
promote these awesome opportunities? Absolutely. If I'm a bishop and vitamin E president, or at
least I do president and I'm hearing this and I think I want to know more about BYU pathway. I
would find out where is the BYU pathway missionaries? Who are they? Where's my local BYU?
So every area is should have one. Okay. Yeah. You measure in some remote. You'll go through
your state presence. Dear state president, do you know who our BYU pathway missionary is a
good place to start is also with welfare and self reliance. The contact your welfare and self
reliance individual and say, who are our BYU pathway missionaries? I want to talk to them. I
want to do a devotional. I want to do a fireside. I want to get some pamphlets. And if that state
president says, I have no idea. Well, then you're like, well, wait a minute. I'm doing some
research. This is a great tool. And I get it as a bishop. The bishop doesn't really, this might be an
opening door for the bishop to go out and say, hey, have you heard about BYU pathway? Yeah.
But as a bishop, you can't just take all of that on and you want to find out who are my BYU
pathway missionaries. Who in welfare and self reliance? Who knows about BYU pathway? And
you just say, go talk to them. Yeah. This is a person you want to talk to. You have those
missionaries come to your ward council. But you have that member of welfare and self reliance
come to your word counsel and you explain BYU pathway. And again, the bishop doesn't have
to know everything. We have a great website for priesthood leaders. BYU pathway dot org slash
church leaders. We'll link to it in the show notes for sure.

00:50:02 - 00:55:03

BYUPathway.org/church leaders and the bishop can click to that. But you and I have both been
bishops. We only have so much time, but we can point people to the right places. And currently
I'm serving in our word mission and all these things you rattle off as far as just a missionary
opportunity that is there like the ward mission should have some level of understanding of
maybe who these local missionaries are or because I can think of one or two people who we've
talked about as award mission of thinking, all right, how can we reach out to them? Man, what a
great opportunity to make sure they know of BYU pathway and go that way. 100%. We all, as
you go through these things and how BYU pathway can benefit people, we all have people in
our minds. They're like, this can help that person. Yeah. This can help that young adult. This can
help this person that's moved to the United States. And so it's having that connection, who can I
connect this person to and find those missionaries, find that S representative? Yeah. The BYU
pathway missionaries are they typically they're missionaries that live in their own home. The
locals. Probably some of you are already familiar with. That's in your stake. And that's who it is,
right? Yeah. And there's also, in the handbook, the handbook also talks about you can have a
stake education specialist. Sometimes it's a high council member, sometimes these



missionaries BYU pathway missionaries. But dear state president, who is our stake educational
specialist. That we can start referring these people to. Love it. Anything else we haven't covered
or touched on to speak justice to the BYU pathway worldwide. And you mentioned this earlier
Kurt about isn't an amazing to see kind of the lord's hand. And how is he going to reach faithful
covenant members across the world with a church based education? You know, we've got the
church education system. We've got our flagship and BYU. Wonderful. A wonderful university
doing great things, academically competitive, we've got BYU Hawaii. The Pacific capstone that
serves the Pacific and serves a wonderful population, we've got BYU Idaho that's a more of an
open enrollment and with the three track system able to serve more students and really a good
solid teaching campus and teaching and focused on the one. We've got enzyme college with
good applied curriculum, job ready skills, certificates associates and a limited number of
bachelor's degree. And we have that great foundation of church education. And then we come
in with BYU pathway worldwide. And the online environment and this system where we've set
up to serve members of the church all over the world with local gatherings, but then the
opportunity to earn a church based education. I've met wonderful, amazing people. I've been
able to travel the world. I think last count, 22 different countries. Now we're in a 180, so I'm not
quite everywhere. But there are solid faithful covenant keeping members all over the world and
it's just a huge blessing to be able to do to do this. And I would be remiss if I didn't talk about the
support of many of our donors that help keep the tuition low to help with these return
missionaries scholarships. And we just unveiled a heber J grant scholarship where a student
can just raise their hand and say, I need some assistance. And we have these programs
because we have great friends of BYU pathway that give their money to help support
international students and even students in the United States as well. Yeah, I'm glad you
mentioned that because even though it's quite affordable, there may be some financial concerns
and that make a phone call too and there's some maybe opportunities for scholarships and
things like it too. Awesome. Well, if education is a commandment, there's not too many excuses
why you can't feel that commandment. It's awesome to see these programs as flourish and be
innovative. I think sometimes our church is so big, sometimes we get labeled that we're not
innovative or we don't move quickly, but in reality, in these different corners of the church,
there's a lot of innovation going on and it's awesome. Just a few minutes wrap up, I want to talk
about JD for a minute.

00:55:03 - 01:00:07

So you've been a YSA bishop and elders quorum president three times. Did you have a PhD? Is
that right? That's correct. So did you begin this journey thinking that you're going to teach at a
college somewhere? What was the plan with the PhD? My first job that took me to my
background was in marketing marketing and sales and my first job that took me to BYU Idaho
was a one year teaching appointment in the middle of my career. I had a chance to go back to



rexburg Idaho where my wife was born and raised. And to move our family direct expert was
very appealing. And so I took a leap of faith and taught marketing and sales classes for a year.
Now that was didn't have a PhD at the time, but I absolutely loved that year of teaching. I loved
the students. I love the interaction. I love the spirit of the spirit of ricks. We call it the spirit of
BYU Idaho. And so at that point, I thought, and then I did, I was retained at BYU idol. I got
moved into continuing education. And this administrative role. But my entire time, I said, I want
to get back in the classroom. And so that's why I went back and got the PhD and at one point in
my career, I went back to president kimbe Clark and said, do you think I'll ever be able to get
back into teaching full-time? And I had just started Pathway and he just kind of looked at me
and shook his head. He's like, no. This is not the lord's will. Thank you for that. This is where
you need to be. But it did help me because that PhD was online. And it was one of the very first
online programs back in 2008, 2009. And so I was doing that at the same time. It was helping
launch Pathway. And so when I could sit down with an adult learner and say, this is going to be
hard, it's going to be tough, but you can do it. Yeah. I was testifying of truth and knowledge.
Nice. You can do it. Yeah. Awesome. Well, last question I have for you is you've had many
different leadership experiences both in maybe a church experience and also in the education
world here. How is being a leader helped you become a better follower of Jesus Christ? I love
this question. I know you were going to ask it. Nice. And the thought that keep the one word that
keeps coming to my mind is love. It's impossible to serve in any calling and do it faithfully and
not feel love. For others. And when you're sitting across that desk in an a bishop mode, when
you're visiting a home in an elder's corn president mode and you're hosting an event as a
release Saudi counselor and a presidency. The love that you feel of service is wonderful. It's
amazing. And it's why I do what I do. All right, that concludes my interview with JD Griffith, sure
appreciate his time. We had a great conversation even after this recording. And man, we kept
coming up with these things like, oh, we forgot to mention this or that. And one thing that really
impressed me and I'll just slip it in here is that BYU pathway is different from other enrolling in
other church sponsored institutions because for the first year, it is not required to have an
ecclesiastical endorsement. So you so there may be a bishop out there who has somebody
who'd be a perfect fit or who'd be blessed by BYU pathway, but maybe they're struggling with a
lot of chastity or word of wisdom issue and that's okay. Get them into BYU pathway and not only
will it give them started on moving toward a certificate or a degree, but it's going to help them
spiritually as well as they attend institute and engage with this community and see progress
there's so many things get familiar with BYU pathway will put all the links in the show notes and
share this with maybe other members of your award council. Maybe a neighboring stake or
ward and make sure everybody is aware of BYU pathway. Sure appreciate the invitation that
they extended us to come down and talk with allow us to talk with them and JD was a great
sport doing that and gave a lot of awesome information. And remember, go to leading saints dot
org slash 14 to access our full young saints virtual library. It came as a result of a position of
leadership, which was imposed upon us.

01:00:08 - 01:00:38



By the God of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and when
the declaration was made, concerning the only true and living church upon the face of the earth.
We were immediately put in a position of loneliness. The loneliness of leadership from which we
can not shrink nor run away. And to which we must face up with boldness and courage and
ability


